We present a theoretical study of O(ka) and O(k 2 a 2 ) corrections to the dipole approximation in photoionization of rare gas atoms, where k is the magnitude of the photon wave vector and a is the radius of the ionized subshell. In the dipole approximation, the photoelectron angular distribution is characterized by the single parameter β. The O(ka) corrections are characterized by two parameters γ and δ, and the O(k 2 a 2 ) corrections are characterized by three parameters λ, µ and ν, constrained by the relation λ + µ + ν = 0 and a correction ∆β to the dipole parameter β. Formulas are given for the non-dipole parameters in terms of reduced matrix elements of electric and magnetic multipole operators. Tables and graphs of the seven angular distribution parameters, calculated in the relativistic independent-particle approximation (IPA), are given for electron energies ranging from 20-5000 eV for all 41 subshells of the rare gas atoms He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. Tables and graphs of the O(ka) parameters are also given in the energy range 2-60 eV for the n = 3 and 4 shell of Kr and for the n = 4 and 5 shells of Xe, where interesting non-dipole effects are found. Comparisons of the IPA calculations with correlated relativistic random-phase approximation calculations are made for selected subshells of Ar and Kr illustrating the influence of correlation on the non-dipole parameters.
Introduction
The differential cross section for photoionization of an electron from a subshell of a closed-shell atom by a linearly-polarized photon can be expanded to O(k 2 a 2 ), where k is the magnitude of the photon wave vector and a is the radius of the ionized subshell, as dσ dΩ (θ, φ) = σ 4π 1 + (β + ∆β) P 2 (cos θ) + δ + γ cos 2 θ sin θ cos φ + λ P 2 (cos θ) cos 2φ + µ cos 2φ + ν (1 + cos 2φ) P 4 (cos θ) .
The parameters λ, µ and ν are constrained by λ + µ + ν = 0. In Eq.
(1), the angles θ and φ are polar angles of the photoelectron momentum vector p in a coordinate with z axis directed along the polarization vector ε and x axis directed along the photon propagation direction k. To lowest order, O (1) , in an expansion in powers of ka, the angular distribution takes the dipole form, 1 + β P 2 (cos θ), where the dipole angulardistribution parameter β results from interference between electric-dipole amplitudes. The leading O(ka) non-dipole parameters δ and γ arise from interference of electric-dipole amplitudes with electric-quadrupole and magnetic-dipole amplitudes. The magnetic-dipole amplitudes vanish nonrelativistically and are negligible in relativistic calculations for energies below 5000 eV. The remaining O(k 2 a 2 ) parameters ∆β, λ, µ, and ν result from interference of electric-dipole amplitudes with electric-octopole and magnetic-quadrupole amplitudes, from interference between electric-quadrupole amplitudes, and from retardation corrections to electric-dipole amplitudes.
The O(ka) corrections to the dipole approximation were previously considered in the 1975 review paper of Amusia and Cherepkov [1] , who gave formulas for dipole-quadrupole interference contributions to the photoionization differential cross section. In the past decade, there have been a number of theoretical investigations of the O(ka) corrections that include detailed predictions of angular distributions. Notable among these are the calculations of Bechler and Pratt [2] , who studied dipole-quadrupole interference effects on the photoelectron angular distribution for 1s, 2s, and 2p shells of elements with nuclear charges Z ranging from 6 to 40 in the Coulomb-field and screened Coulomb-field approximations. Scofield [3] gives general formulas for the interference contributions to the differential cross section and carries out detailed calculations of angular distributions for Ne-like Ba and He-like Ni using a relativistic independent-particle approximation (IPA) based on the Dirac-Hartree-Slater central potential. The most detailed numerical calculations for neutral atoms are those of Cooper [4] , who evaluates the dipole-quadrupole interference corrections nonrelativistically for the inner subshells of all noble-gas atoms from He to Xe in the IPA using a Herman-Skillman potential. Recently, Amusia et al. [5] carried out Hartree-Fock (HF) and random-phase approximation (RPA) calculations of the non-dipole parameter γ for the 1s and 3s subshells of Argon at low energies. Large non-dipole effects were found and correlation corrections to γ were found to be significant for these cases.
Measurements of the non-dipole angular-distribution parameters for inner shells of Ar and Kr, reported in Refs. [6] and [7] , are in excellent agreement with IPA calculations; however, measurements of γ +3δ for the 2p subshells of Ne reported in [8] are systematically higher than the IPA predictions for energies above the Ne 1s threshold. In Ref. [9] , random-phase approximation calculations were carried out to investigate the possible influence of correlation on the non-dipole parameters. These calculations confirmed a large intershell coupling effect on the dipole parameter β observed experimentally, but failed to explain the substantial differences between IPA calculations and experiment for the non-dipole parameter γ + 3δ. Indeed, the RPA and IPA values for the non-dipole parameter were found to be in close agreement with one another. The differences between theory and experiment for the n = 2 shell of neon were subsequently shown to arise from corrections of O(k 2 a 2 ) and completely resolved in Ref. [10] . In Table I , we present the results of systematic calculations of the O(1) angular distribution parameter β, the O(ka) parameters γ and δ, and the O(k 2 a 2 ) parameters ∆β, λ, µ, and ν, for all 41 subshells of the rare gas atoms in the electron energy range 20-5000 eV. These calculations are carried out in the relativistic IPA using a modified Hartree potential. We use the relativistic theory in order to account for the fine-structure separation between atomic subshells. Numerical results are given in both tabular and graphical forms. Our aim is to provide a database that can be used to design future experiments. Comparisons of experimental measurements with the IPA data will also be helpful in improving theoretical models of photoionization. The present results for the O(ka) parameters γ and δ are in fair agreement with previous calculations of Cooper [4] , but provide more detail, especially in the low-energy region. Results of the O(k 2 a 2 ) parameters ∆β, λ, µ and ν for the n = 2 shell of neon were given previously in [10] ; values of the O(k 2 a 2 ) parameters for other cases have not been published previously.
In Table II , we present values of β, δ and γ for the n = 3 and 4 shells of Kr and for the n = 4 and 5 shells of Xe in the low electron energy range 2-60 eV. For some of these subshells, surprisingly large non-dipole effects are found.
To assess the importance of correlation corrections to the non-dipole parameters, we carry out relativistic random-phase approximation (RRPA) [11] calculations for selected subshells of Ar, Kr, and Xe. For photoelectron energies above 100 eV, we find close agreement between theoretical IPA parameters from Table I and those obtained from the RRPA. Moreover, the theoretical parameters are in excellent agreement with available experimental data. For photoelectron energies below 50 eV, where correlation effects are expected to be more important, we find substantial modifications of the IPA values of the angular distribution parameters given in Table II near "Cooper" minima (where the dominant dipole amplitude vanishes) of outer ns subshells, otherwise the IPA and RRPA calculations are found to be in good agreement.
Theory
We designate multipole operators in a spherical basis by q
JM , where λ = 1 for electric multipoles and λ = 0 for magnetic multipoles, and we introduce the single-particle reduced multipole matrix elements between a continuum state κ and a bound state
Here, δ κ is the phase shift of the continuum state and l is the orbital angular momentum of the continuum state. For convenience, we introduce the following notation for the lowest few multipole matrix elements:
With these definitions, we can write the contributions to O(k 2 a 2 ) to the cross section in the form 
The photoelectron angular distribution can be written
where (ψ, χ) are polar angles of p in a coordinate system with k along the z axis and ε along the x axis.
In Fig. 1 , we compare this coordinate system with the (θ, φ) coordinate system used earlier in Eq. (1). The angular factor A(ψ, χ) may be expressed as a sum over multipole interference terms
where the interference terms are given by
In the above equations, [X] and [X] designate the real and imaginary parts of the argument X, respectively, and κ ||C k ||κ is the reduced matrix element of the spherical tensor
We retain the tiny O(ka) contribution from E 1 − M 1 interference in the present calculation, but we ignore the O(k 2 a 2 ) contributions from M 1 − E 2 and M 1 − M 1 interference. We summarize the above formulas as:
The following equations are used to transform from the coordinates (ψ, χ) to the coordinates (θ, φ) used in Eq.(1):
With the aid of these relations, we can re-express the angular distribution function A in terms of coordinates (θ, φ) as:
or alternatively,
The terms of O(ka) in Eq. (18) are
The M 1 amplitude, and therefore ∆ 1 , vanishes nonrelativistically. Furthermore, in the nonrelativistic limit Γ 3 = −Γ 1 for photoionization of ns subshells; consequently, δ vanishes in these subshells nonrelativistically.
In the present relativistic calculations, δ is nonvanishing but negligibly small for ns subshells for energies below 5000 eV. The terms of O(k 2 a 2 ) in Eq. (18) are
From the latter three equations, it follows that
In our numerical studies, we include retardation in the electric-dipole amplitudes, but ignore it elsewhere.
We thereby account for all O(k 2 a 2 ) corrections.
The cross section for unpolarized photoionization is written in the form
by Bechler and Pratt in Ref. [2] and by Scofield in Ref. [3] . Comparing Eqs. (16) and (26), we find that the parameters B k are related to our coefficients by
Amusia and Cherepkov [1] consider E 1 − E 2 interference effects and express the unpolarized cross section in the form
The parameters kγ and kη are related to our parameters by
Relativistic IPA Calculations
The present relativistic IPA calculations of the angular-distribution parameters are carried out using wave functions obtained by solving the Dirac equation in a modified Hartree potential. For a closed-shell Nelectron atom, this potential is defined by
The sum in the first term, which gives the direct part of the potential, ranges over all occupied subshells. The function Y 0 (b, r)/r is the Hartree screening potential for an electron in subshell b, and the exchange potential V exc (r) is given as 1/N of the direct potential. As in the Dirac-Hartree-Fock theory, the orbitals calculated in this modified Hartree potential are orthonormal. We solve the radial Dirac-Hartree equation 12.1 [12] energies E b obtained using different potentials differ from one another and from the experimental binding energies. As a consequence, the angular-distribution parameters, expressed as functions of the theoretical photon energy ω = E + E b , depend on the potential. In the Tables I and II , we express the angulardistribution parameters as functions of the photoelectron energy E to reduce the sensitivity to the starting potential, and we use the most accurate available values of E b to determine the corresponding values of photon energy ω:
1. For the two outermost np 1/2 and np 3/2 subshells of the rare gas atoms, we use spectroscopic values of the binding energies from Moore [12] .
2. For the K shells of Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, and for the L shells of Kr and Xe, we use a recent reevaluation of the inner-shell binding energies by Deslattes et al. [13] .
3. Otherwise, for L and M shells, we use the precise theoretical values of the binding energies from the many-body calculations of Indelicato, Boucard and Lindroth [14] .
4. Finally, for the remaining N subshells of krypton and xenon, and the O I subshell of xenon, we use experimental values of the binding energies from the tables of Sevier [15] .
Values of E b used here and their sources are given in Table A ; the values are repeated in the headings of Tables I and II .
Comparison with the Random-Phase Approximation
Although there is good consistency between IPA calculations starting from different potentials, it is nevertheless important to investigate the influence of electron correlation on the non-dipole parameters, especially at lower energies, where correlation corrections to cross sections and β-parameters are known to be significant. For this purpose, we employ the relativistic random-phase approximation (RRPA) described in Refs. [11] . The RRPA starts from the Dirac-Hartree-Fock approximation and includes lowest-order correlation corrections together with those higher-order corrections obtained by iterating the lowest-order ones. Partial cross sections, dipole angular-distribution parameters, and spin-polarization parameters for the outer shells of Ar, Kr, and Xe calculated in the RRPA were published in Ref. [16] . The RRPA calculations are significantly more complex than the IPA calculations since the photoionization amplitudes from individual atomic subshells are coupled. Thus, in our RRPA calculations of the electric dipole photoionization amplitudes for Ar, all dipole excitations from 1s, 2s and 3s subshells to continuum p states, and from the 2p and 3p subshells to continuum s and d states are included. This leads to a coupled 16-channel problem. Similarly, the RRPA calculation of electric quadrupole amplitudes leads to an 18-channel problem, in which 1s, 2s and 3s subshells are excited to continuum d states, and 2p and 3p subshells are excited to continuum p and f states. It should be noted that, as in the IPA, the dipole and quadrupole transition amplitudes calculated using the RRPA are independent of gauge, so length-form and velocity-form amplitudes are identical. We neglect the tiny magnetic-dipole contributions in the present RRPA calculations.
High energies
In Fig. 2 , we compare IPA values of the O(ka) parameter γ for the 1s and 2s shells of Ar given in Table I with RRPA values and with experimental results from [6] . The effects of correlation are seen to be insignificant for both cases and the theoretical calculations agree well with measurements. In Fig. 3 , we make similar comparisons of γ for the 2s subshell of Kr and γ + 3δ for the 2p 1/2 and 2p 3/2 subshells of Kr. Again, agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. Differences between IPA values given in Table I and RRPA calculations, which measure the size of correlation effects, are seen to be insignificant. Moreover, when considered as functions of electron energy, values of the non-dipole parameters for the 2p 1/2 and 2p 3/2 subshells are in close agreement. For the case of neon, correlation effects on γ + 3δ for the 2p subshells in the 1000 eV energy range were studied in Ref. [9] using both the non-relativistic RPAE [1] and the RRPA and also found to be unimportant.
Low energies
Since large correlation effects for the 3s subshell of Ar were found near threshold in Ref. [5] , it is particularly interesting to compare IPA and RRPA calculations for low electron energies. In the lower panel of Fig. 4 , we compare IPA calculations from Table II with RRPA calculations of β and γ for the 3s subshell of Ar and confirm the large value of γ 3s near threshold found in [5] . In the upper panel of the figure, both IPA and RRPA cross sections are shown. A deep "Cooper" minimum (where the 3s → p amplitude vanishes) is observed in the RRPA cross section near threshold, and is responsible for the fluxuations of γ in this energy region. The corresponding Cooper minimum in IPA calculations is below threshold; correlation moves the minimum above threshold. A small departure of β from the expected value of 2 is also found at the position of the Cooper minimum. (It may be difficult to observe the rapid variations of γ in Ar owing to the smallness of the cross section in the energy region of interest.) The γ parameters for the 4s subshell of Kr and the 5s subshell of Xe behave similarly near threshold; there are fluctuations associated with Cooper minima in the ns → p amplitudes. In these cases, however, the minima in both IPA and RRPA amplitudes occur above threshold, so differences between IPA results shown in Table II and RRPA calculations are less dramatic. Results of detailed RRPA calculations for other low-energy cases will be published elsewhere. 
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